Let a e TTn^i(SOm), ß e Trm_x(SOn) and consider the manifold Na,B obtained by plumbing together the total spaces Ea and Ee of the Dm (respectively Dn) bundle over 5n (respectively 5m) with characteristic classes a (respectively ß). In [10] Milnor shows that dNa,ß is almost always a homotopy sphere. In particular, if m=n and a, ß g Im (Trn_x(SOn^x)^-Trn_x(SOn)), then 8Na,e is a homotopy sphere of dimension (2n -1). Let A2n_x be the set of all such spheres. It is the object of this note to investigate these spheres. It is shown in [12] (and [8] by quite different methods) that A2n_x is a subgroup of @2n-n the group of homotopy (2zz-1) spheres, whose elements represent obstructions to smoothing (zz -1) connected PL manifolds of dimension 2?z where zz skeleton can be smoothed. It is of interest, then, to know what the subgroup A2n _ x is. In this connection we prove There is no reducible vector bundle over M whose dual Pontrjagin classes satisfy the index theorem.
Bk is the kth Bernoulli number, ak is I or 2 depending on whether k is even or odd, andjk is the order of the image of the stable J homomorphism,J: TTik_x(SO) -»• Trtk-X. Then A2n_x is a cyclic group of order dividing j"-rm. Furthermore A8m_x contains a subgroup of ©Bm-i(8ir) of order rm.
Let F8m be the (4m-1) connected -n manifold of index 8 with 8P a generator of ©am-ii^)-Let AfBm be the closed PL manifold obtained from F by attaching a cone over the boundary. As an application of Theorem 1 we prove Theorem 2. MBm does not have the homotopy type of a closed differentiable manifold.
Since the manifold M of Theorem 2 satisfies Poincaré duality and the trivial bundle over M is reducible, the Browder-Novikov Theorem on the homotopy type of manifolds [3] , [11] gives the Corollary.
There is no reducible vector bundle over M whose dual Pontrjagin classes satisfy the index theorem.
1. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. Theorems 1 and 2 are both consequences of Lemma 1.5 below. We state the lemmas needed to prove 1.5 first, but defer their proofs to §2. We assume the reader is familiar with the theory in [12] .
Let Xhe an (n-1) connected space satisfying Poincaré duality for the dimension 2n. Let px e H2n(X) be the orientation class. Lemma 1.1. Let lk be a reducible vector bundle over X, k»2n. Then there are oriented (n -1) connected smooth handlebodies N, P with P parallelizable and maps fifsuch that Proof. The proof is given in §2.
If« is even, HJ © S: Trn_x(SOn) -*■ Z ® Trn_xiSO) is a monomorphism where H is the Hopf invariant, / the J homomorphism, and S the suspension. Hence if iH; < , > ; a) is an «-space, a is completely determined by HJa and Sa. By recalling that HJa(x) = <x, x> and Sa is a homomorphism, we will consider an «-space (« even) to be a triple (H; < , > ; ß) where H is a free abelian group, < , > is a nonsingular bilinear form on H; and ß: H -> -nn_ x(SO) is a homomorphism. If £te is any stable bundle over X, we may define a map ßt:Hn(X)-+wn_1(SO)
by observing that every element x e Hn(X) is spherical. Thus there is a map fx: Sn^ Xrepresenting x. Let ßc(x) be the characteristic class of'/j£. Clearly ßr is a homomorphism. Lemma 1.2. Let n be even. Let X, t,k, and N be as in 1.1. Then N is the handlebody corresponding to the n-space (Hn(X); < , >; -ßr). Thus N is determined completely by X and £.
Proof. See §2.
Let n=4zrz and A, p be integers. Then NKu will denote the handlebody obtained by plumbing together the total spaces of the Dn bundles over Sn with characteristic classes A', p' e Trn_x(SOn) satisfying (HJ ® 5)(A') = (0, A) and (HJ ® 5)(/x') = (0, p.).
Since HJ(X')=0, A' e Im (7rn_1(50n_1)->7rn_1(50)) and 8NKtli is a homotopy sphere (see [10] ). We note for future reference that the zz space corresponding to NAtlt has H=Z+Z with generators ex and e2. Relative to this basis, < , > has matrix nFinally Sa(ex) = X, Sa(e2) = p.. Proof. See §2. and 7r¡: X-> Sf,.i= 1, 2, be the projections. Then f=*4j¡F_i) © 7r2(£-t) 1S a fiber homotopically trivial bundle over X. Thus f has the same fiber homotopy type as the stable normal bundle of X. Hence £ is reducible. By 1.1 and 1.2, then, there is a unique handlebody A7 with 8N e @2n-x(8Tr) and a homotopy equivalence /: N U C(8N) -> X such that f'Ç\N is the stable normal bundle of N. In fact N is the handlebody corresponding to the zz-space (Hn(X), < , >, -]8{). Let et e Hn(X) correspond to the inclusion S? -*■ 5"'x S2, i=l, 2. Then ex, e2 are generators of Hn(X)=Z ® Z satisfying ^=1-8,^ and -ßt(ex)=jm, -ßt(e2) = tjm. Since this is exactly the zz-space corresponding to NJmMm it follows that 8NimMm e &2n-x(ÔTr) for all t. In order to compute the order of 8NJmMm in @2n-x(8Tr), we compute the index t(F) of the TT-manifold F of 1.1. But, in the notation of 1.1, since f'Ç is the stable normal bundle of F u N, Simple computations using the Whitney sum formula show that
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Thus 2p2m(Ç) = (pm(Ç))2. In the case that the only nonzero Pontrjagin classes are in dimensions m and 2m, L2m=s2mp2m + i(s2-s2m)pi where si = 22i(22'-1-1)^/(2/')!. Thus L2mipmi0,p2mie)) = slp2mii) = sipmií-i)xpmií-t).
By a formula due to Kervaire/zm(£r) = am(2«z -l)\rjme for an appropriate generator e e H"(Sn). Since we may orient X in any desired fashion we may suppose that px = exe. Substituting for sm, pm(i-x), and pm(C-t) and combining the formulae above then gives To see the last statement we recall that since 8NJmtim=jm 8NXJm by 1.4 and the order of 8NJmJm = Tm, the order of 8NXJm divides jmrm. Thus the power of 2 in the order of 8NXJm is less than or equal to the power of 2 in/'mTm. But an easy computation shows that rm is odd and it is well known that the power of 2 iny'm is less than the power of 2 in 16m, at least for «z^3. Thus the power of 2 in the order of 8NXJm is less than that in 16zw. By , the order of ©em-iO^) is CT2m/8. An easy computation now shows that the power of 2 in 16«i is less than that in (72m/8. Thus 8NXJm does not generate ®Bm-x(8Tr) and 8NÁtJm = X8NiJm cannot generate @Bm.x(8Tr).
The author would like to thank the referee for suggesting the argument above which greatly simplifies the original proof.
2. Proof of Lemmas 1.1-1.4. In this section we prove the lemmas used in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. The proofs rely heavily on the classification theory of [12] and we shall assume the reader's familiarity with the theory and notation of that paper. In particular we shall use «-spaces and the computation of the Grothendieck group of «-spaces freely.
Proof of 1. Then it is well known that Hn(M)^H' © H" and that this splitting extends to the intersection pairing; that is <x, j>=0for any x g H', y e H". Thus if z = x+y is an element of Hn(M) with xeH', yeH", a(z) = a(x+y) = a(x) + a(y) + (x, j> 8in = a(x) + a(y). Hence (Hn(M);{ , >; a) = (#';< , >';«') @(N';< , >";«") where < , >' = < , >|/F; a' = a\H'; < , >" = < , }\H"; a" = a\H". Since < , > is nonsingular, so are < , >' and < , >" and the zz-space for M is decomposed as stated. Let F and N be the handlebodies corresponding to (//';< , >';«') and (//";< , >";«") respectively. It follows immediately from the construction that 8P and 8N are homotopy spheres and that Af2n-'mt(D2n) is diffeomorphic to the boundary connected sum of F and N. Thus S2n~l = 8P §8N, 8P= -8N and M is almost diffeomorphic to F u N. In the sequel, we identify M with F u N under this almost diffeomorphism. Since almost diffeomorphic manifolds have the same stable normal bundle, fit, is the stable normal bundle of F u N. The handlebody F is a^-manifold for if A: 5"-^ M is an embedding representing any element x g H', since f*x=0, f%\h(Sn) = vu\Sn is trivial where vM denotes the stable normal bundle of M. Thus the normal bundle v(h(Sn), M) of A(5n) in Af is stably trivial since a(x) is the characteristic of v(h(S"), M); this means that 5<x(x)=0 for any x g //'. Hence F is a w-manifold.
It follows that/|F is null homotopic and that there is a map/: Ñ -+ Xsuch that the diagram in (iv) is homotopy commutative.
To see (iii) note that since/*: Hn(N u F) -> Hn(X) is onto, so is/*. On the other hand, since Hn(P) = H'= kerf* = kerf*q*: Hn(N u F) -» Hn(X) and Hn(P) = ker q* : Hn(N U F) -^ Hn(N u F, F) « //"(N u F/F), /* is a monomorphism in dimension zz. Finally since/and q have degree 1, so does/. Thus/* : H*(Ñ) -*■ H*(X) is an isomorphism and (iii) follows.
Proof of 1.2. It is easy to see that the map/of 1.1 induces an isomorphism of the zz-space corresponding to N with (Hn(X); < , >; -ft).
Proof of 1.3. The proof is divided into two cases. and y e Hn(Nx,iJ <=Hn(N2).
Thus A( and N2 determine the same element of @n. Since the map A^ -► 8N induces a homomorphism 8: @n -h-®2n-x, it follows that 8N'X = 8N2. Hence 8NX = 8NX § s2n~1 = 8N'x = 8N2 = 8N2 # 8NKim and Case 1 of the proposition follows. Case 2. General case. Since Ñx has the homotopy type of Ñ2, the index t(Ñx) = t(Ñ2). But also 8 divides r(Ñk), fe=1,2. Therefore there is a 77-manifold F with 8Pjí 0 such that t(F) = t(Á\). Consider the manifolds Mk obtained by closing Nk \\ (-P), k = l, 2, where -F denotes P with the opposite orientation. Since Ñx and Ñ2 have the same homotopy type, a simple argument shows that Mx and M2 have the same homotopy type. But also r(Mk) = r(Ñk) -r(P) = 0, k=l,2. By Case 1, therefore, 8NX §(-8P) = 8(NX t) -P) = 8(N2 tj -P) # 8NKJm = 8N2# -8Pjf 8NA¡1m for some A. The lemma follows.
